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Making Learning Universal (Final Report)
Project Description
Making Learning Universal was initially a deep dive into Universal Design for Learning to make
sure we understood the fundamentals of the model and to see if we could implement it. After
our first meeting we quickly discovered that, as teachers we already implement quite a bit of
choice in how our students learn and show competency. We decided that it would be best to
focus on engagement and assessment. We gathered some books and resources and reached
out to Good Shepherd School in the Riverside School Board and Forest Hill in the Lester B.
Pearson School Board to see if we could meet with some teachers there to gain some
perspective on how they evaluate and implement UDL in their schools.

Resources
we used to
get us
started on
the road to
UDL.
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Visits to Good
Shepherd School
in Brossard and
Forest Hill in St.
Lazare

Our visits to Good Shepherd and Forest Hill helped us see that all schools and all teachers approach
UDL in their own unique way. The teachers at Good Shepherd allowed us to see the work that they did
with the Social and Emotional Learning portion of UDL, as well as, their take on assessment. The
principal Valerie Forde was also very interested in how our schools work and we discussed the ways she
was encouraging her teachers to adopt the UDL principles. At Forest Hill, we were very lucky to meet
with two of the lead teachers at the school and discussed assessment and resource support for
students in the UDL model. Generously, they shared some of the work they had done for UDL at their
school and we hoped to be able to meet again to have deeper discussions.
From the visits our plans shifted away from specific lessons to learning targets and that meant we
needed to curriculum map English Language Arts. That process was more diﬃcult than we imagined due
to the very open nature of the QEP but with the help of the BC and Ontario curriculums, as well as,
curriculum maps from other schools, we came up with a rough map for reading and writing.
On our final day, we began the work of curating materials and tools that we could use to create a
resource binder that students could access the same way they used a dictionary. It is currently
unfinished and remains a work in progress that we will add to as we find more tools that can level the
playing field for all our students.
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Project Goal
Our goal with this project was to learn more about UDL, visit a learning centre with a UDL
philosophy in place, determine what changes we could make, create a lesson(s) that used the
guidelines (including diﬀerentiated models), test the lesson(s) out in our classes and determine
the eﬃcacy of the process. All of our materials would be curated and shared with the teaching
community.
The goal changed as we moved along in the project. We realized that some of the work that
we had to do was to determine what specifically the students needed to learn so that we could
make sure that we assessed the learning goal when we oﬀered a choice of how to demonstrate
their level of competency. So we stepped away from specific lessons and started looking at
learning goals and the knowledge students required in various cycles. The change in direction
meant we were going to do some work on curriculum mapping. This was not something we
had planned on and hadn’t realized the diﬃculty in aligning the curriculum in English Language
Arts.
In the end our goal was to keep working on the goal of learning and using UDL in our
classrooms, to align the English Language Arts curriculum and to create a reference binder of
tools to help students achieve their learning goals.

Project Outcomes
All of the teachers gained a deeper understanding of UDL and saw firsthand how its implementation can
vary according to the school and the needs of the students. We all think that we have only begun the
work needed to accomplish true UDL in our own classrooms and schools. We have managed to start our
student resource binders and with a clearer vision of the learning targets we are closer to being able to
implement more of UDL into our classrooms.

Reinvestment
The curriculum map we created for ELA is something that we are sharing with our school communities to
help our schools align the learning targets for our schools. We know after having begun this process
that changes will be made to what we have done as more people give their input and expand on it. We
currently have it divided by Cycle and within the cycles teachers could look at the outcomes we came
up with and further subdivide them by grade and even by a teacher’s strength or interest. It is a
document that can be used to start a school wide discussion about what we should be teaching. It is
something that school teams should take the time to do as it will allow the staﬀ to work out and be clear
about who will be teaching certain concepts and at what grade level. Teachers will no longer assume it
was taught…it will be explicit.
As for the resource binder, it is something that we are going to continue to work on and promote in our
classes as a tool for all.
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